
Supplier Development 101



What is Supplier development

“Supplier Development is the process of 
collaborating with suppliers to improve their 
processes and product manufacturing capabilities”

- Supplier development as a concept was focussed 
only on manufacturing in early days, however; it 
is widely adopted across Services Industry too



“
Why Supplier Development



Why Supplier development?

▷ There are always alternate sources for 
product or services your organization is 
buying, “Why not change suppliers?”

▷ The above is not always true given 
○ Limited Sources
○ High transition or switching cost
○ High transition risk
○ Supplier tightly coupled with your supply chain



Factors driving Supplier development

▷ Risk Mitigation and Management
○ Better quality product.
○ Supply chain delivery risk. 
○ Financial risk of your supplier going bankrupt.

▷ Focus on Innovation
○ Develop competitive advantage by working with 

suppliers in early stages of product development

○ Drive for suppliers to produce better product through 

close collaboration rather than passing technical 
specifications.



▷ Cost reduction
○ There is always pressure on reducing to cost to gain 

competitive advantage through price reduction.

○ There is so much you can do by beating down the 
vendor on price.

○ Need to reduce cost in a gain share model.

▷ Corporate Social Responsibility
○ Increasingly compliance violations especially in Asia.
○ A classic example is Apple and Foxconn in China.
○ Child Labor is a major issue in developing countries.

Factors driving Supplier development



▷ Single Source Suppliers
○ Limited Supply for the desired product or raw material

○ New product introduction and need to develop new 
sources for required products or services.

Factors driving Supplier development



“
Benefits of Supplier development



Benefits

▷ Sustainable cost reduction
○ Drives short and long term cost reduction

○ A gain share model, where sharing of best practices 

drives cost down. For example, change in packaging 
design could lead to overall cost reduction.

▷ Better Customer Satisfaction/ NPS score
○ Better quality, better product, better customer 

satisfaction
○ Drives positive growth  Net promoter scores



Benefits

▷ Gain Competitive advantage through close 
collaboration
○ Better Cost
○ Faster Delivery 
○ Better quality
○ Better ROI on new initiatives

▷ Reducing Supply chain Risk
○ Reduce the overall supply risk through information 

sharing 
○ Moving to Lean inventory management



Benefits

▷ Better and Healthy Supplier relationship

○ Move from a vendor to strategic partner.

○ Share your goals and objectives with your suppliers, 
transparency fosters collaboration and innovation. 

○ Suppliers feel motivated and that drives idea sharing 
and best practices implementation.
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How to Execute a Supplier development program



How to Get started

▷ Assess
○ Start with assessing your category and vendor 

strategy.

○ Which categories or suppliers can benefit from 
supplier development.

○ High level benefits assessment

▷ Plan
○ Start with the end in mind.

○ Clearly define goals and objectives on what you 

would like to achieve. For example, 5% cost 
reduction within next 6 months.



How to Get started

▷  Executive Buy in
○ A supplier development program without buying 

from Key Executives is doomed for failure

○ It’s not just your executives but your vendor 
executives also.

▷ Communicate
○ Make sure you communicate the objectives and 

benefits to all internal stakeholders.

▷ Execute
○ Carve out a separate team to lead this initiative
○ Focus is the Key!


